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BOUND FOR AUSTRALIA! At least I hope so -- as I write this, am awaiting a just-before-departure
phone call. Joe Consolo is crewing on the passage and they were expecting to leave this week.
**********
Meanwhile, the seventeenth Letter from the Captain fills us in on cruising Kiwi style. Taking up where
the last Log left off, it begins:
“Following my 19 February mountaineering assault on Great Barrier's Mt. Hobson, I spent more than a
week in the Port Fitzroy area, mostly waiting out strong SW winds that blew and blew and blew,
making a witch's brew out in the Hauraki Gulf. Inside the protected harbor things were fairly
comfortable with only occasional gusts or williwaws to keep us on our toes. I spent several days
anchored near the wharf and settlement on Rarowharo Bay, which gave the name 'Port Fitzroy' to the
whole enclosed harbor area. The time was spent finishing the last Log you read, hiking on nearby
trails, and watching the sail and motor yachts coming and going from other protected Great Barrier
anchorages.
'One blustery afternoon I watched a gorgeous brand spanking new sailboat, about a 45 footer with a
glistening CQR anchor, mirror-finish dinghy, and varnished teak that you could look down into, as it
rounded up and anchored between me and the shore, dropping the hook by remote control from the
cockpit. I was envious and impressed. She had Hood roller furling genoa, staysail, and a stowaway
main, all hydraulically controlled. The pleasant white haired couple, Peter and Dorothy, were obviously
enjoying a first holiday aboard. I returned to my writing below until, alerted by noises outside a couple
hours later, I went on deck to see a regular Chinese fire drill. The boat had grounded at nearly half tide
and the owners were working frantically to get her off. Peter, who had to be in his 70's, was trying to
row out an anchor with a rode of 3/8” chain and making absolutely no headway against wind, wave,
and enormous weight of chain.
“I was afraid that he would have a heart attack, and started to row a line over from the HM2 when a
large power boat cane to the rescue. Fastening a line to his anchor they powered out into the channel,
dragging the anchor and chain, and then buoyed the line. By noon the yacht was high and dry,
beginning to list to port. I suggested that they get a stern anchor out as well to prevent the wind, waves,
and returning tide from pushing her on higher ground. Unfortunately he had no other anchor, so I
returned to my boat and dismounted my second bow anchor with 30' of chain and 200' of nylon line.
Two husky men rowed out from shore and set the anchor as a kedge from her stern. Then it was just a
matter of time, waiting for the tide to turn and come back. I returned to working with Jezebel.

“About 7 PM there was more commotion and I popped out again to discover that they had gotten off
earlier than I had expected. They buoyed the end of my anchor line with a fender and motored slowly
out, pulling in their chain as they went. As the anchor came out of the water, I saw the buoyed line that
had been used by the powerboat to place it, and I shouted a warning at the top of my lungs. They
couldn't hear me over the sound of their engine, of course, and a second or two later they wrapped their
prop, killing the engine. 'Get your anchor out!' I screamed, as the wind began to blow her down on me.
Fortunately, Peter understood and began to run out the chain again, but by now the stern of the yacht
was on me. I ran forward to my bowsprit and tried desperately to fend her off with my bare feet.
'Please don't break your leg,' Dorothy pleaded repeatedly as she cautiously tried to help. I had the
strength of a thousand, since I was frightened not only of damage to my topsides but of dragging my
anchor with the weight of both boats. Somehow we separated the boats just a fraction and she
majestically moved down my port side, finally coming to a stop on her own rode 30' behind me and just
to one side.
“Heaving a shuddering sigh as my goosebumps subsided, I rescued and returned their dinghy which had
gotten snagged on my bobstay. Very quickly a helpful chap from a nearby powerboat came over with
SCUBA gear to work on their prop. It took quite a while, and in the meantime Peter and Dorothy
poured glasses of rum in their cockpit and tried to calm themselves with cocktail conversation that
seemed hilariously inappropriate to me. Finally the diver came aboard to have his drink after cutting
things free. I suggested that they would want to re-anchor properly before it got too dark, and excused
myself to retrieve my anchor. After I returned their fender and assured that all was well on the HM2,
they motored away into the dusk. They would have done better to move forward a couple hundred feet
and dig the hook in well, in known territory, so to speak, but I guess they had had enough of that
particular anchorage for one day. They had made all the classic mistakes and had a cruel initiation to
cruising, I thought, and I counted my blessings.
NEVER A DULL MOMENT. “The anchorage was an interesting one and something was always going
on. Seaplanes from Auckland and the other islands came in several times a day, taxiing by the yachts to
a gravel bank near the shore where sometimes at high tide the passengers would have to roll up their
pants or hike up their skirts and wade to dry land. The whole operation looked adventurous, though the
pilots did a skillful job getting in and out of the steep sided harbor in all kinds of conditions. Some
weeks later I heard on the radio that a 16 year old girl was killed there when she turned after leaving the
plane and walked into one of the twin props. I was surprised, because whenever I had seen it, the pilot
switched them off well before he opened the cabin door.
“One afternoon I took a hike on something called 'the Old Lady's Track' to a lookout above the N end of
the harbor. The scenery was nice and the trail was orders of magnitude better than the path up Mt.
Hobson, but I couldn't help thinking that old NZ ladies must be 'mucho macho', as I had to scramble in
a couple places. The view from the lookout was worth the climb. Far below I could see the HM2 and
others at anchor, and another boat coming in looked familiar. As I rowed back out from the wharf in the
fading light I recognized my Japanese friend, Hiro, on JACENI, a former cradle-mate at Ashby's
boatyard.
'He beckoned me over and invited me aboard 'to see something'. In the cabin he proudly displayed a
five-gallon plastic jerry-jug filled with an ominous milky fluid. 'Saki,' he said. 'Make it myself, velly
cheap,' and he offered me a glass as he drank from his own. It tasted like yeast but improved after the

first cautious sip. 'Easy to make, velly cheap,' he beamed and refilled my glass. It tasted pretty good.
He described how he mixed dried apricots, raisins, sugar, and yeast with water and let it ferment for ten
days. He offered to show me how to do it myself. It really tasted great! 'Only one problem,' he
murmured. 'It makes big headache next morning.' A little later I rowed, almost in a straight line, back
to HM2. The world seemed warm and friendly and I slept well.
“The next morning Hiro came over and tried some of my cherry flavored tea. He didn't look like he felt
his best, but I was quite perky. I gave him a brochure showing the hiking tracks in the preserve and
clued him in on the local post office and store. Later I relocated to Stony Bay, a snug little anchorage
on the W side of the harbor, partly as a change of scenery and partly to get more shelter from increasing
south-easterlies. I spent two pleasant nights there, swimming and reading. Peter and Dorothy motored
by to thank me for my help on that awful afternoon and invite me to visit them in Auckland. On the
second day, Hiro came in and invited me over again for more saki. I shamelessly pretended not to
understand, and I suppose I hurt his feelings as I excused myself to do some work below.
“The next afternoon I was typing away below when I felt the boat swing around and heard noises from
others in the anchorage. The wind had shifted to the SE and we were being set dangerously into the
cove with its rocky ledges just 40' behind me. We all cleared out in a hurry. Suddenly I realized that
there was no action on JACENI. Diving below, I grabbed my compressed gas horn (much louder than
the triton shell I keep in the cockpit) and gave him three long blasts. Still no action. I moved close
aboard and gave him another good one right in his ear, so-to-speak. Finally his white head popped out.
(He must have been asleep.) I shouted and pointed at the shore close behind him, then motioned
toward the rapidly retreating boats. He nodded and waved, and I turned to follow the others who were
almost out of sight to the S. Shortly he, too, was underway, but he soon turned and motored NE to seek
shelter elsewhere. I was sorry to see him go and hoped he wasn't too upset with me for passing up the
home brew. I just wasn't ready for a return match, but I think he was very lonely and I know all about
that. I should have gone over.
“My final anchorage in Port Fitzroy was in Wairahi Bay at the S end. I found a place with good
swinging room on good firm mud, so that I felt secure even though occasional williwaws of up to 30 K
howled down between the peaks. I was able to make another radio contact with the states and that
usually improves my spirits, but I was concerned because B said that she had been the sickest in years
with flu and I could picture her at home alone all too clearly. {Ed. It was true, but I'm tough. I
survived. Could have survived better with him home.}
“One day I did a bit of exploring by dinghy up a winding creek that passed a couple of small sheep
farms. From what I could see and from the chart I had, it looked as though there was no road to the rest
of civilization on the island. I guess all their contact was by motorboat and that only at high tide. There
were some interesting old gravestones on a rocky point just above the high water mark, testifying to the
lives, joys, and tribulations of early settlers. In some ways it's not much less a wilderness now than it
was in the 1800s.
**********
JOURNEY TO AUCKLAND. “On Saturday, February 27, after a couple days in Mairahi Bay, I
decided the SW winds had moderated enough to try a run outside the harbor and down the coast SE to
Whangaparapara Bay. Reefing down, I motor sailed out through the narrow 'Man of War Passage',

where the wind and seas funneled to create a churning area that nearly brought the boat to a stop. Once
I worked my way through the narrows, things calmed down considerably and the seas were almost
smooth as I threaded my way behind several protecting offshore islets. I made note of a good
emergency anchorage there in case things were too much, further down the coast.
“As I proceeded, the wind was still nearly 20 K, but quite pleasant on a beam reach until the point
where I had to turn downwind to the approach to my destination bay. Suddenly there were immense
following seas over the shallows. As I popped into the bay entrance, one of them picked up the dinghy
which had been towing behind and nearly flipped it over. The few items I had left in it were tossed out
and disappeared immediately as the dink righted itself. All that remained was half a pair of floppy
sandals. Suddenly things were calm again as we passed behind the rocky ridge that protected the
harbor, but I groaned and ground my teeth at my stupidity.
“I anchored off a point used as a large whaling station around the turn of the century. Nothing is left
now but some concrete footings and an old oil tank. Nearby was the site, now overgrown, of a huge
sawmill that produced 20 million board feet of kauri timber in its day. Now there are no noises except
those of the sea birds. I left the boat to explore ashore a bit, walking along part of an old logging
railway and poking along the rocky S shore of the bay looking at the flotsam. I found my lost dinghy
seat, just a short piece of marine plywood, and I scoured the nearby shore very carefully for my other
flop, but never found it.
“The anchorage in Whangaparapara Bay was too rolly for complete comfort in spite of the protection
from the wind and seas, so I gave up plans for more hiking in favor of continuing the cruise into the
Hauraki Gulf. I figured I'd better take advantage of the lull in the almost constant south westerlies if I
wanted to get to Auckland. Reluctantly ending my stay at Great Barrier Island, I sailed off the next
morning, all reefed down and hard on the wind as it veered around more to the W. I was just able to
weather the huge boulder called Channel Island and the tip of the Coromandel Peninsula just to the SW.
“Continuing my pinching ways, I made for the E coast of Waiheke, the largest of the Gulf islands,
where I was able to find perfect shelter in beautiful Man-of-War Bay. A huge sheep station operates on
the island and the open grassy slopes seemed so peaceful. A couple of miles across the channel, little
Pakitoa Island sparkled with lights in the dusk. It's nearly covered with facilities of a large resort hotel.
But behind me, Waibeke was dark except for a single light in a small lonely building. The peaceful
setting contrasted nicely with the boisterous conditions out at Great Barrier and I wasn't complaining.
“The following day I sailed around the SE end of Waiheke and tacked repeatedly across Tamaki Strait
in the moderate W wind, working my way toward Auckland harbor, on what seemed to be a huge lake
surrounded by cliffy shores. As I approached the outer harbor, I was impressed by a cloud of white sails
that swept past to the N -- obviously a fleet racing off somewhere. Later as I tacked N toward the
beautiful Fuji-like summit of Rangitoto Island I was shocked to see that mass of sails headed straight
for me on the starboard side.
“Before I knew it, I was dodging between 15-meter yachts, all foaming along, decks covered with
colorful life-jacketed crew, as they tacked across my path hard on the wind. It finally dawned on me
that they had circled a small island to the E and were heading back down their course. Somehow I
managed to get clear as another one thundered past behind me. A crewmember raised a beer can in

salute. They were celebrating their loss already, apparently not unhappy. I wasn't too displeased,
myself, at having survived another NZ sailing hazard!
“I made directly for Islington Bay, a snug harbor, actually a narrow strait between Rangitoto and
Motutapu, her smaller neighbor to the E. Anchoring there I secured the boat and rowed ashore to find a
shop and post office mentioned in the cruising guide. They were there, all right, but firmly closed up
since the 'tourist season' was over. I turned to the main objective, something I had wanted to do ever
since seeing the island on the harbor skyline as a tourist in Auckland several years ago. The volcano is
about 800 years old and last erupted 300 years ago, I'm told. It's nearly a thousand feet high. The
island is crossed by well-constructed packed cinder roads, a product of prison labor gangs in the 1920's
and 30's when all the NZ bad guys were kept there.
“It's a good thing the roads are there because it would be rough going, indeed, over the many acres of
rough broken volcanic cinders and klinkers, interspersed with vigorous brushy growth gradually taming
the moon-like terrain. It must have made a hell of a prison and I wondered how many might have died
there building the warden’s roads.
“I strode along handsomely, glad I brought a straw hat to ward off the strong sun, and in 45 minutes had
gained the edge of the caldera. At the highest point I could see all of Auckland spread out during a
smoggy evening rush hour, with the sun flashing off thousands of windshields along the expressways
and with ships leaving snowy trails against the ruffled blue of the harbor. To the E my own little ship
rode patiently at her anchor, telling me to come home for supper.
“On the way back down, I spotted and followed a faint path that I suspected might lead to some lava
tube caves supposed to be on the S slope. Sure enough, I found them and spent an extra half-hour
walking around and exploring two un-collapsed sections of a good-sized tube. Several times I spotted
large brindle marmot-like creatures watching me with curiosity and little fear. They blended in well,
and I couldn’t see them very clearly in the dusk. I was impressed with such a primeval place within a
few miles of New Zealand's equivalent of New York City. The island is a preserve now, and traces of
her prison past are disappearing – but her incredible cinder roads will probably remain for new
generations, maybe even a new civilization to ponder over.

Sailing into Auckland

IN THE BIG CITY.
“Tuesday, March 1, I motor sailed into Auckland's inner harbor on the Waitemata River. It was an
exciting scene with: huge ships and travelling cranes at the container terminal; the vintage double ended
ferry steamer plying back and forth between the tall steel and glass buildings of the waterfront on the S,
and the cozy looking shops and houses of Devonport on the N; the silent WW2 pillboxes and guns on
North Head, now by all appearances a park; and the huge suspension bridge that spans the harbor and
connects the rest of NZ with her Northland.
“And there were yachts -- thousands of them on moorings, pilings, and slips along the harbor edges in
nearly every direction. Truly, Auckland is a city of sails, and I was glad I was coming in on a weekday
because the wall-to-wall sailboats on varying courses in Annapolis on a summer Saturday morning
would be nothing compared to this place. New Zealanders love sailing, and their per capita boat
ownership must be the highest in the world. No wonder they're so serious about the America's Cup!

Auckland's cozy little marina

“I made for Westhaven, a huge marina at the S end of the harbor bridge, and there I motored blindly
around through the channels looking for a clue on how to check in and arrange a berth for a few nights.
There were many hundreds of boats but not a sign of how to proceed. I tried calling on the marine VHF
with no answer. I coasted by a dinghy dock and hollered at bystanders but they had no idea of the
procedure or where the office might be. All of this was made a little harder by the fact that a brisk wind
was blowing across the harbor, threatening to blow any slow moving boat into pilings and other
people's expensive fragile yachts. Finally, in desperation, I picked up someone's mooring, risking
instant apoplexy on the part of the rightful owner, and set out in by dinghy to find the harbormaster.
Some minutes and many questions later, I found my way to an unpretentious building in the NW corner,
tucked in between yacht clubs and marine dealers.
“Everything was easy once I'd found the Auckland Harbor Board's office. Colleen, the lady in charge,
quickly found me a swing mooring on the SE side of the basin near the work docks and the floating
dry-dock. The cost was $7.80 for three nights including tax, surely one of the better bargains in the city.
Most yachties dislike swing moorings in such a place and take slips at much higher cost. I love 'em

because they're easy for a single-hander to pick up and leave, and they're quiet, clean, and private. Of
course they don't have electrical connections to run refrigerators and microwaves, and that is a big
drawback for many. Another advantage for me in this case was that the mooring was a quick dinghyrow and a 10-minute walk from the city center, instead of the 45-minute hike or a taxi ride from the
docks. It turns out from a later discussion that the Pardeys use this same mooring for their engine-less
TALEISIN -- for about the same reasons.
“I suggested to Colleen that the AHB set up a temporary mooring and dock face for boats checking in,
and put up one or two large signs on the ends of docks with instructions. She agreed, but I'm sure it's
all been suggested and ignored before. I paid a $30 deposit and got a key for the toilet and shower
facility near the docks. There was one fairly nice showerhead and two stools, and another shower/toilet
at the far end of the complex. This serves 1400 slips and moorings. Figure two people per boat, 2800
people -- and 4 toilets, two showers. I wondered what kind of scenes there might be on a big holiday.
'I didn't spend long in the big city. After all, I didn't sail all the way here to live in something pretty
close to Baltimore harbor. I used the two days to shop for hard-to-find food, books, and nautical charts;
to do laundry; to have a couple restaurant meals; and to see a movie. I explored Ponsonby, a kind of
slightly funky suburb of the city atop the ridge behind the marina. It reminded me a little of Tamosa
Park.
“I looked downtown for Gopal's vegetarian restaurant, one of the Hare Krishna places, and found it on
my last afternoon, but it had closed for the day. Most days they're open only for lunch. I consoled
myself by going to a movie and saw 'Dirty Dancing' at the Cinema. I enjoyed the music, the dancing,
and the schmaltzy love story.
**********
NORTHWARD AND A DOWNGRADED CYCLONE: “Ending the brief stay in Auckland I headed N
on Friday, March 4, out through Rangitoto Channel in a brisk E breeze. With the wind forecast to
increase, I set a course for Mansion Bay on Kawau Island but made contingency plans to tack off and
hide on the W side of Rakino island part way if necessary. As it turned out, I made it just fine, double
reefed, and sailing over 7 knots sometimes, close hauled beyond the E end of Whangaparoa Penla and
all on one starboard tack to Kawau's Bon Accord Harbour.
“I explored the several bays there, including historic Mansion Bay where Sir George Grey, an early
Governor of the colony, had his island retreat. Since strong easterlies were predicted, I decided to go
just a half-mile around the corner to tiny North Cove, an almost landlocked anchorage with good
holding on a thick mud bottom. It was a good choice because the weather deteriorated as tropical storm
Bola, just downgraded from a cyclone, approached from a swing through Vanuatu and Tonga where it
had devastated some of the islands.
“My stay stretched out to six days as the wind increased and the rains came down. Outside it gusted to
55K. Boats in harbors dragged their mooring blocks, 130 houses lost their roofs, four people were
drowned in swollen streams, and a good sized city lost its water system. All I suffered was boredom, as
I tried to pass the time in HM2's snug cabin writing letters, reading, eating, listening to the radio, and
occasionally looking out through the deluge to see if my ranges on landmarks had changed.

“One day Dave and Bill, two young Aucklanders who had been heading N to the Bay of Islands on their
25 footer CLUANN, rowed over, desperate for something to read. I was able to help them out from the
vast library on the HM2 and commiserated on their spoiled ten-day holiday. We drowned our sorrows in
hot tea and conversation. It didn't matter that we all smelled like wet dogs.
**********
SMALL WORLD DEPT:
“On Thursday afternoon, I heard a shout outside and stuck my head out in the drizzle to see a slickered
man with a beard sitting in a dinghy. 'I've got some friends in Virginia with a boat like yours,' he said.
'Do you know Nina and Frank Mann?' 'I sure do,' said I, knowing that this had to be Larry Pardey.
'Why not come on in for a hot shower and some supper?' he invited, and I accepted quickly before he
could whiff me.
“As it happened, I had anchored a hundred yards off the Pardey's pier and that's where they found me
when they returned from a weekend sailing trip to Auckland, having been caught there by the storm on
the mooring I'd just left. I had forgotten that they've been living and writing on the island for more than
a year. They're within a month or so of finishing a project and hope to do some sailing up N this winter.
I pushed Fiji, my own favorite cruising place. Larry says I found the cove the same way they did,
ducking in to avoid a blow. They liked it and have done a lot of work fixing up the house and
outbuildings. I could see his woodworking skill around the place and, of course, there was the
gorgeous hand-built TALEISIN at the pier.

TALEISIN at her home dock in North Cove

“I had a lovely long shower. We enjoyed a nice roast chicken dinner, and talked 'til 11 PM. I was
pleased to get some ideas for magazine articles from Larry, who has certainly had some experience in
that area. One of the things I'll have to do is concentrate more on the photography side of things,
because pictures sell articles. Speaking about pictures, before I left, Lynn showed me a lovely framed
shore landscape photograph by Nina, hanging in an honored place on their bedroom wall. What a nice
afternoon and evening!
“The next morning I departed for the Matakona River, hoping to visit John and Beverly Murray, two
good Kiwi cruising friends I'd met in Fiji. The trip across to the 'mainland' didn't take long in the fresh
northerly and I was anchored in the early afternoon, just a hundred feet from where their boat, the

JANE RHODES, bobbed at her mooring. Looking around I could see damage on nearly every boat in
sight. A large motor-vessel had dragged its mooring more than 200 yards against the wind in the
tremendous current caused by the rain runoff during the storm caroming off other boats along the way.
The JANE RHODES was about the only sailboat it didn't hit.
“I tried calling John from the pier but got no answer. The next morning before I could row ashore to try
again, he arrived alongside in his dink, ready to take me home. I'd casually asked one of the other boatowners if he knew the Murrays, and he'd called then during the evening to let then know I was there.
That's how the people are down here!
“We had a great day. The Murrays' home is high above a little cove at the end of Cape Rodney, and has
a magnificent view out over the Hauraki Gulf toward the Great Barrier Island. I can't think of a nicer
place for a pair of sailors. There was lots of talk since we had about five months of catching up to do -and good food. Among other things, we talked about the possibility of swapping houses for a while one
of these days. They traveled quite a bit in the west and south of the US some years ago when they
sailed to the West Coast and sold their boat, but they never got to the mid-Atlantic coast or New
England. I'm game!

John and Beverly Murray of the JANE RHODES, at home

“I pressed on toward Whannarei the next day. For the first time in weeks I had light variable wind and
a kind of slow trip. Near the end of a long day I was motoring in past the refinery at Marsden Point,
desperately trying to get in and find a secure anchorage in the wide harbor before darkness, when I was
flagged down by a local sailboat with engine trouble. They needed a tow in against the tide in the light
wind and I took their line. That killed any chance of getting into the unfamiliar harbor in the daylight,
but I towed them well inside, taking more than an hour. Then it got too dark, I told them I was going to
anchor on the flats just out of the channel. It was the only reasonable thing to do since I was unfamiliar
with the place. They thanked me for the help and sailed slowly off into the darkness.
“I anchored and prayed that the wind wouldn't pick up overnight in this exposed location. Obviously I
remained in a state of grace because the night was completely calm. In the morning I continued,
motoring up the dredged harbor channel, following a long and twisting line of beacons. Whangerei is

one of the favorite destinations for foreign cruising yachts in New Zealand. I wondered why, as I
crossed the broad flats of the outer harbor with the tall stacks of the power plant, and the cracking plant
of the refinery dominating the SE skyline, and rugged rather barren peaks lining the north. They say
that a wicked chop sets up quickly when a fresh wind opposes the tide on the shallow waters. It
sounded like the Delaware Bay at home and I hoped I wouldn't find out for sure. Again I was lucky and
completed the trip in near windless conditions.
“In the upper reaches, the channel narrows down until it becomes a winding waterway no more than 30
yards wide and one meter deep in places at low tide. I went up at half-tide, rising, and found six feet
most of the way. Needless to say I went slowly and cautiously, wondering why I had wanted to do this.
Suddenly after what had seemed to be miles of desolated muddy banked bayou creek (but really was
perhaps a mile), the town basin opened out and deepened a bit -- and there were hundreds of sail and
power yachts of all sizes and descriptions moored thickly fore and aft on piles. I was reminded of one
of those big city commuting lots where they cram cars bumper to bumper and the last one in must be
the first one out. And there was the downtown, all quite modern and fresh rising out of the salt grass.
“With some backing and filling, I jockeyed the HM2 into the only available place along the quay, a 35'
stretch between two rafted sailboats and a hefty fishing trawler. After a few minutes of sag-time, I
walked across the street to the Northland Harbor Board building to find the harbormaster and arrange
for a couple nights alongside the quay. The cost was only about $5 a night - not bad at all since that
included toilet and shower facilities and drinking water piped to the quayside. Certainly, things couldn't
have been any more convenient. Not a half block from the quay was a huge supermarket, about the size
of one of the largest Giant supermarkets at home but set up more like a food discount warehouse, called
PAK & SAVE. Finally I knew why all of the cruisers come here. The prices are the best I've seen in
NZ.
“I made multiple trips to the store and got what seemed like tons of canned and dried goods and paper
supplies. In retrospect, I should have gotten still more; now I'll probably have to make a bus trip back
before departing for Australia. Nearby I found lots of other shops of all kinds. I'd have liked to buy
some gift items for people on my list, but found almost nothing that seemed right. I did visit the superb
cultural center and city council chambers, a large modern complex called Forua North that combines
facilities for the performing arts, exhibits, and political functions. I wished I had time to stay in the area
longer because a weekly Scottish country-dance group had met here the night before.
“Late in the afternoon I got a bit of good advice from a bystander on the quay. Though I'd been okayed
by the harbor master and paid for a spot on the quay, I learned that the commercial fishing boats
consider that their territory and tend to make life unpleasant for yachtsmen. I took the hint and moved
downstream a short distance to tie up to some pilings just off the embankment. I was actually happier
there in spite of having to use the dink to get ashore. It was far more quiet and private.
“It was a bit nostalgic to see US-type landmarks like McDonalds and Pizza Hut again. I broke down
and had a deep dish you-know-what and it was as good and as expensive as you might imagine! I
recognized several cruising boats in Whangerei but managed to get together with only one, a French
single-hander named Alain with whom I'd been hopscotching since American Samoa.
OFF AGAIN!
“It would have been nice to stay longer, but the mail in Opua was calling, so I pulled my lines from the

pilings after a last foray on Pak & Save for fresh bread and veggies, and motored back down the creek
on Wednesday, March 16. The trip back down to the outer harbor was much faster, first because I knew
the channel and second because I was egged on by a fast falling tide. The HM2 squirted out into the
deeper channels in less than an hour and then took her time motoring across the flats and through the
narrow entrance between Marsden Point and Whangarei Heads, anchoring outside the harbor proper in
pleasant little Taurikura Cove across the channel and NE of the refinery.
“The continued trip N went faster than expected with SW wind close to 20K most of the way all reefed
down, I scooted along the now-familiar coast at up to 6.8 K. We could have rounded Cape Brett at 4
PM and been in the BOI, but it would have been a tough beat all the way in with a little more than two
hours of daylight. Instead, I tacked into Whangasueu Bay, a beautiful nearly circular rock-girt basin,
now deserted, that once served as a whaling base. The evening scene there was utterly peaceful. A few
cattle grazed in the green carpeted slopes, and on a little knoll near the water's edge was the bright
orange mountain tent of a couple of hikers who had appeared.
“Friday morning I was a bit late getting on my way. There wasn't far to go by yesterday's standard, so I
cooked breakfast and ate in the cockpit, intrigued by the fact that one of the campers (they were both
women) went for an early morning skinny-dip. She must have been a hardy soul because neither the air
or the water were warm. From a couple hundred yards away she didn't even seem to turn blue.' (Ed:
Ahem!) 'By 9:30 AM we were passing Piercy Island off Cape Brett (named by Captain Cook for Rear
Admiral Sir Piercy Brett, of course, when he saw the spectacular arch in the monolithic island), and I
took a bit of extra time to take pictures of what the locals ingeniously call 'the Hole-in-the-Rock'. Quite
large boats can pass through in calm weather and one character took a sailboat through without losing
his mast. I passed on that notion.

“With my late start plus the delay for fotos and tacking against the SW wind going into Opua, I arrived
at the Post Office 20 minutes after it closed. I had forgotten that it closes at 3 PM weekdays.
Disappointed, I anchored in the harbor overnight, but I was the first in line on Saturday morning at 9.
The reward was a huge pile of mail: at least 10 1etters from B and others from all the kids plus a
package from Hilde that had crossed the Pacific a couple times since missing me in Suva. The postage
added up to far more than the cost of the gourmet contents, but I sure enjoyed them and appreciated the
loving thoughts that it represented.
“As soon as I had the mail and some bread, I moved back out and found a pleasant anchorage in
Crowles Bay, part of the Mangonui Inlet in the NE corner of the BOI. The area is kind of remote, at
least by land, with a few scattered sheep farms, a Maori settlement or two, and pleasant unfrequented
anchorages.

“I am fascinated by the fact that the international cruisers seem to spend most of their time in the BOI,
hanging on the NHB moorings near Opua and Russell. Some of them have spent their whole time in
NZ that way, though most have ventured down the coast to Auckland and/or Whangarei for stocking-up
purposes. Some, of course, have done more local cruising, and some have rented or bought cars and
done the islands by land.
“There is a good deal of social life among the cruising boats in Opua, of course. They have a regular
morning 'party line' get-together on the marine VHF where they swap information, equipment, and rides
for shopping and sightseeing; and everyone pretty well knows everyone. Interestingly, there's not too
much contact between the 'furriners' and the local yachting fraternity, except for those few cruisers who
get into the evening and weekend racing scene. Out in the many coves and anchorages of the Bay Of
Islands I've mostly met Kiwis. It seems a bit strange to me because that's where the beauty of the BOI
is. This isn't really a complaint, because if everyone were out there, there'd be no room left for me!
“After a lazy day and an orgy of mail reading, I headed N once more; this time to visit historic
Whangaroa Harbor on the last major part of my Northland cruising, before returning to get braced for
the big hop across the Tasman to Australia. This splendid and relatively little visited natural harbor was
one of the first settled in the 19th century. Now it's mostly scenic and wildlife reserves, and makes a
perfect cruising ground in its own right with rugged rock-piled peaks on all sides and clear blue water.
Again, I can't imagine why more cruising boats don't spend time there. There's even a small but well
stocked store and post office in the settlement at Totara North. There are lots of good anchorages in the
several arms of the harbor.
“The entrance is kind of spectacular. It's an opening less than 300 yards wide in the rugged NE facing
shore of the North Island at this point, and a bit hard to spot at first because of more cliffs inside. The
tides in the entrance can be fierce - up to three knots because of the huge area inside and the seas there
can be appalling in a contrary wind. The answer, of course, is not to go in or out at those times.
“I spent a week exploring the area and enjoying the scenery, and saw only one other cruiser in that time.
SILVER CLOUD, from California with hams Elizabeth and Lou aboard, shared anchorages with me a
couple nights. Sometimes one or two local boats joined me. I hiked up Mount St. Paul one morning.
It's a striking cupola-shaped volcanic plug that stands proud of the gentle peak above the little
settlement of Whangaroa. It took all of an hour to walk and scramble up -- not as long as it looked -and the 360-degree view was rewarding. The area around the harbor has many of these vertical old lava
cores. What chaos this must have been ages ago, and what a long time it must have taken to wear all
those jagged peaks away!
“I said the town was small. I found a pay phone near the pier and decided to call AEA Electronics in
Washington State about my still-ailing PK232 terminal unit. The replacement ROM chip they kindly
sent hadn't solved the weatherfax problem. I cranked the phone and the operator came on right away.
She connected me with the Telecom long distance office and the operator there took my credit card
number and the destination number. When it came time for the number of my phone I found none. She
asked where I was and I told her. She had never heard of it and neither had her supervisor. I spelled it
out and she couldn't find it in a reference book. She tried to signal the local operator and had no luck.
Finally after many minutes of mutual bewilderment, she decided to put down any old number and put
me through. I had a good conversation with Cliff at AEA and he was able to give me some ideas for
testing the unit and diagnosing the problem. I wished I'd called them earlier instead of writing.

“Back on the boat I ran a checksum and was able to determine that the firmware was up to date and
properly installed. Then I started a physical checkout by testing every lead in the parallel printer cable
with a VOM. Everything checked. Then, pulling the unit apart, I examined the PC board. Going over
the soldering a second time I noticed that one of the holes on the board was soldered over and there
appeared to be no pin in that location from the RS212 plug. Weird! I probed into the soldered female
plastic socket with a fine wire. There didn't seem to be anything in there where pin 14 should be. I
checked it with the VOM. Incredible! The damned part was defective and with no connection on 14,
only one character in three was getting through to the printer properly.
“The fix was easy and inelegant. I just soldered wires to the board and the male plug at pin 14 and
twisted them together with a wire nut. Holding my breath I brought up the computer, switched to a
transmitting HF weather frequency, and voila -- a perfectly nice little weather map began to print out a
line at a time! I shouted with glee, but realized that I had spent too much time and energy looking for
esoteric problems when a simple step-by-step mechanical checkout would have found the fault. It's not
the first time I've been taught that, but I’m a slow learner.
“I spent several days anchored in Rere Cove off Pekapeka Bay where steep cliffs surrounded me
completely and a high thin waterfall plunged free a hundred feet or more, dashing itself to spray on a
high ledge on the S wall. What a glorious place! I hiked up to an old Paa site, established and
abandoned long ago by a forgotten Maori tribe. I sat there basking, eating summer sausage and
crackers, and surveying my private kingdom. Across the cove to the W I could see what appeared to be
some large caves high on a rocky face. I thought of son Fritz, and would have loved to do some
amateur archaeology, but it looked like a pretty risky solo climb. Wouldn't it be great if I could bring
him down here and we could check it out some day?

Looking west from the Maori redoubt, high above the HM2

“I reluctantly returned to the Bay of Islands on March 28. It's time to begin the preparations for the
next passage. Joe Consolo will be flying down to meet me in a little more than a week. He'll be
crewing on the Tasman crossing, and I'm glad for that, but I've gotten kind of sloppy living aboard alone
and he'll never get his duffel into the V-berth if I don't do a major reorganization … and then there is
this Log to finish … and in a few days there'll be a big ham radio picnic I don’t want to miss… and I've
got to pick some cruising brains about routes and landfalls … and some cruising stories to tell around
the moorings.”
**********
IF YOU CAN READ THIS, THANK YOUR EYE DOCTOR!
As Mark Twain (or someone) once said, we didn't have time to write a short letter. If you want to write
him, K's next mailing address is -- Karl Edler, Yacht “Hilde M2' in transit', General Delivery,
Mooloolaba, Queensland, Australia. It costs 45 cents postage for 1/2 ounce (2 sheets paper). Better
mail within next two weeks. Or, you can send to me and I'll take it when I go to visit him in June. He
likes hearing from you!
CURRENT STATUS: K's still enjoying (or at least benefiting from) The Voyage, I'm looking forward to
visiting him, and we both send our love. Until next time, please take care of yourselves.
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